ACROSS
1. the act of jumping off a platform into a pool
2. America’s past time
3. sport on ice played with a puck
4. orange ball
5. occupies one of the hands of a defensive baseball player
6. name of the building to workout in
7. place to recover from injuries
8. played in a swimming pool with a white ball
9. where you can sprint around in circles
10. floor used to play on, in indoor sports & tennis
11. sport 1st played by Indians with a net attached to a stick
12. orange hoop in which the net is attached in basketball
13. bright yellow ball

DOWN
2. wooden or metal stick used to hit a baseball
5. where you play 18 holes
6. flipping & tumbling in routines
11. teacher of sports
13. Wilson on "Castaway" with Tom Hanks
14. black disc used to score in ice hockey
15. brown egg-shaped ball
16. action with heavy objects to build muscles
17. called football in countries other than the USA
18. used to hit a tennis ball